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	The Treatment of Modern Western Diseases With Chinese Medicine: A Textbook & Clinical Manual: A Textbook and Clinical Manual, 9781891845208 (1891845209), Blue Poppy, 2005

	The book covers acupuncture and Chinese herbal treatment of more than 65 modern Western diseases, many of which have never been discussed in the Chinese medical literature. A partial listing of some of the diseases covered include: allergic rhinitis; amyotrophic lateral sclerosis; Alzheimers disease; benign prostatic hypertrophy; bronchial asthma; carpal tunnel syndrome; cervical spondylosis; chronic active hepatitis; and many more.
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Out of Your Comfort Zone: Breaking Boundaries for a Life Beyond LimitsFindhorn Press, 2019

	A step-by-step guide to conquering fear and creating an unstoppable mindset

	

	• Offers a customizable approach that incorporates psychological, emotional, and physical techniques to release fear, limitations, and anxiety for good

	

	• Provides a before-and-after measure of your comfort zone with the...


		

Attaining High Performance Communications: A Vertical ApproachCRC Press, 2009

	As technology pushes the Petascale barrier, and the next generation Exascale

	Computing requirements are being dened, it is clear that this type of computational

	capacity can be achieved only by accompanying advancement in

	communication technology. Next generation computing platforms will consist

	of hundreds of thousands of...

		

Information Processing by Biochemical Systems: Neural Network-Type ConfigurationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A Research-Driven Resource on Building Biochemical Systems to Perform Information Processing Functions

Information Processing by Biochemical Systems describes fully delineated biochemical systems, organized as neural network–type assemblies. It explains the relationship between these two apparently unrelated fields,...





	

Handbook of Personology and PsychopathologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A MONUMENTAL WORK IN THE STUDY OF HUMAN CHARACTER AND ALL OF ITS COMPLEXITIES
The Handbook of Personology and Psychopathology offers a state-of-the-art overview of a burgeoning field of inquiry that addresses the full spectrum of human personality and functioning, from normal to abnormal. Inspired by the seminal contributions and achievements...


		

Disruptive Possibilities: How Big Data Changes EverythingO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Big data has more disruptive potential than any information technology developed in the past 40 years. As author Jeffrey Needham points out in this revealing book, big data can provide unprecedented visibility into the operational efficiency of enterprises and agencies.

	
		Disruptive Possibilities provides an...



		

PDF ExplainedO'Reilly, 2011

	
		The Portable Document Format (PDF) is the world’s leading page description language,
		and the first format equally useful for print and online use.

	
		PDF documents are now almost ubiquitous in the printing industry, in document interchange,
		and in the online distribution of paginated content. They are, however,...
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